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because Huxley placed a lasting mark upon it, stated in the Quarterly
Review that, 'the principle of Natural Selection is absolutely incom-
patible with the word of God/ * While Dean Farrar considered
that the evolutionary doctrine was humiliating and wholly
undemonstrable.'2
It was around the questions of evolution and Biblical historical
criticism that the keenest controversial battles were fought. Pro-
testant defenders of orthodox tradition short-sightedly elected to
base their case upon the Bible as a Divine Revelation, and as the
final guide in life and conduct. This ground of battle was not
well chosen, for the Bible had the immense disadvantage that its
documents could be subjected to precise and detailed examination
and their authority tested, and when they were in fact so examined
it was discovered that the claim of the Bible to represent exact
historical and scientific truth could not be maintained. The panic-
stricken clergy had to abandon one dogma after another, until in a
wail of anguish the frightened believer began to ask whether there
was in fact anything left for him to believe. There had been no
garden of Eden. There never had existed the perfect man. The
world had not been made in six days; the sun had not stood still
on Gibeon; there had been no universal deluge.
It is probable that in the religious experience of mankind there
has existed nothing quite like the smug assurance of British ortho-
doxy of fifty years ago; and to those who compare its aggressive
teaching with modern religious conceptions, it will appear amazing
that men of fine intellect and character could ever have regarded
the accepted doctrines of the nineteenth century as the final expres-
sion of divine truth. To those of us who took a small part in the
work of trying to popularize the newer religious conceptions, the
cocksure defenders of ancient creeds appeared wilfully to have
closed their minds to the daily revelation of new truths, and the
temper of their denunciations of those who affirmed the nobility
of modern interpretations seemed to be the very negation of that
religion of love of which they were the feeble and uncharitable
representatives. I saw a great deal of this controversy, and it is
stating the bare fact when I say that, to the best of my belief, I
never heard from them one word of generous appreciation either
of the thought, the sincerity, or the character of those who sought
to present the modernist case. The speakers employed by the
Christian Evidence Society continuously attributed to secularist
1 Quoted ibid. p. 318.	* Quoted ibid. p. 373.

